A CALL TO STOP BURNING TREES IN THE NAME OF CLIMATE MITIGATION
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INTRODUCTION

Burning trees for energy delivers a one-two punch against climate change mitigation efforts. Harvesting woody biomass reduces the sequestration potential of forest carbon sinks, while the combustion of woody biomass releases large quantities of carbon into the air.1 Forest regrowth may not offset these emissions for many decades2—well beyond the time the world has left to slow warming to avoid catastrophic impacts from climate change.

Further, harvesting forests for fuel harms ecosystems and contributes to environmental injustice. Destroying existing forests impairs biodiversity and ecosystems. Similarly, replacing natural forests with bioenergy plantations

---
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degrades ecosystems. Increased reliance on bioenergy also threatens food and water security and could intensify social conflicts. In the United States, the wood pellet industry exacerbates environmental injustice.

With little time left to achieve a sustainable and inclusive future, burning forests for energy contributes to warming in the near-term and is not a viable climate solution. Communities across the world are already suffering from the consequences of 1.2°C of warming. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and other experts warn that countries must make deep cuts to emissions within the next 10 years and continue reducing emissions through mid-century, including through carbon removal. Countries must make these deep cuts to meet the Paris Agreement’s target of limiting warming to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels.
time, the biodiversity crisis is unprecedented and accelerating, demanding quick action to protect species and ecosystems.9

Yet, governments around the world categorize forest biomass as a carbon-neutral resource and promote harvesting and burning forest biomass as a strategy to meet net-zero carbon dioxide (CO₂) targets.10 Additionally, many climate models and country-specific plans include bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) as a carbon removal strategy.11 But the carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology is not ready for deployment at scale.12 And in order to characterize forest-based BECCS as a carbon removal strategy, it is necessary to adopt the false premise that it is carbon neutral to harvest and burn forests to generate power.

Before it is too late, governments must stop cutting down forests to meet renewable energy targets. They must instead invest in strategies to deploy low-emission energy sources, decrease energy demand, and protect and enhance natural carbon sinks, while also reducing emissions of short-lived climate pollutants.

---

9. See IPBES, supra note 4, at 2 (“Human actions threaten more species with global extinction now than ever before. An average of around 25 per cent of species in assessed animal and plant groups are threatened, suggesting that around 1 million species already face extinction, many within decades, unless action is taken to reduce the intensity of drivers of biodiversity loss. Without such action, there will be a further acceleration in the global rate of species extinction, which is already at least tens to hundreds of times higher than it has averaged over the past 10 million years.”).


11. See, e.g., DUNCAN BRACK & RICHARD KING, CHATHAM HOUSE, NET ZERO AND BEYOND: WHAT ROLE FOR BIOENERGY WITH CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE? 5 (2020) (stating that “The literature and models reviewed by SR1.5 exhibit huge variations in mitigation potential for BECCS, ranging from 1 GtCO₂/year to 85 GtCO₂/year by 2050.”).

This article begins with an overview of the scientific background of why harvesting and burning forests for energy is not a viable solution to climate change or related challenges. This background section includes an explanation of key terminology used in the article. The next section presents the European Union (EU)’s Renewable Energy Directive as a case study on the consequences of including bioenergy in renewable energy policies. Following the case study, the article examines bioenergy policies in the United States and China—the world’s two largest greenhouse gas emitters. The article concludes with policy recommendations to focus government action towards reducing reliance on energy from forest biomass. These recommendations are that governments: (1) re-evaluate their bioenergy policies and ensure lifecycle accounting of forest bioenergy’s climate emissions associated with harvesting and burning forest biomass; (2) end incentives for harvesting forests for fuel and invest in forest preservation, low-emission energy, and low energy demand pathways; and (3) advance international consensus on the harms from forest bioenergy, specifically the impact on climate and biodiversity.

I. EXPLANATION OF FOREST BIOENERGY AND BIOENERGY WITH CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE (BECCS)

The term “bioenergy” generally encompasses any form of energy derived from biomass.13 This article considers only forest biomass, such as trees logged for bioenergy and forestry residues from thinning or other harvesting activities. The article refers to these sources as “forest biomass” or “woody biomass” and the energy derived from these sources as “forest bioenergy.” Where the data is not specific to forest biomass, the article refers to “bioenergy” or “biomass” more generally.

Efforts to phase out fossil fuels are leading to a resurgence of forest bioenergy consumption in some countries.14 This resurgence is occurring partially through co-firing or conversion of coal-fired power plants to

14. See CHARLES MOORE & MALGORZATA KASPRZAK, SANDBA, PLAYING WITH FIRE: AN ASSESSMENT OF PLANS TO BURN BIOMASS IN EU COAL POWER STATIONS 7–8 fig. 2 (2019) (showing E.U. member states use of biomass as a fossil fuel substitute through an increase in biomass consumption for energy from 2010-2017).
biomass power plants.\textsuperscript{15} Converted or co-firing coal power plants generally run on wood pellets, which are manufactured at wood pellet facilities and shipped to power plants globally.\textsuperscript{16} The transition to generating electricity by burning wood is particularly concerning given the scale of potential demand and pressure on forests to meet renewable energy targets.\textsuperscript{17}

Wood also fuels other energy and heat generation systems, including residential heating equipment, and industrial, commercial, and institutional boilers.\textsuperscript{18} These systems are problematic for public health and the climate. In 2017, biomass and wood combustion in residential and commercial buildings, industrial boilers, and other industry sources, had greater adverse health impacts in the United States than coal combustion for electricity generation.\textsuperscript{19}

BECCS combines bioenergy with technology to capture and store the carbon emitted at combustion.\textsuperscript{20} BECCS is considered a carbon-removal strategy.\textsuperscript{21} Although BECCS is not yet deployable at scale, scientific models of emission-reduction pathways that would stay within the Paris Agreement’s temperature-limiting goals of 1.5ºC or 2ºC often rely on BECCS.\textsuperscript{22} The IPCC notes that 1.5ºC-consistent pathways generally assume BECCS (including but not limited to BECCS associated with forest bioenergy and woody feedstocks) would remove 3–7 billion metric tons of CO\textsubscript{2} (GtCO\textsubscript{2}) annually by 2050.\textsuperscript{23} For reference, in 2019 the United States emitted over 5 billion tons of CO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{24} Despite these models, BECCS is not necessary to achieve the Paris Agreement’s goals. The IPCC’s 2018 Special

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{15} See id. at 16–17 figs. 6&7 (measuring E.U. member states’ consumption of biomass at former coal power plants from 2010-2017).
\item \textsuperscript{16} Id. at 10.
\item \textsuperscript{17} See id. at 18-19 fig.8 (estimating EU’s potential biomass consumption increases through coal-to-biomass substitutions).
\item \textsuperscript{18} Christopher D. Ahlers, \textit{Wood Burning, Biomass, Air Pollution, and Climate Change}, 46 ENV’T L. J. 49, 51, (2016).
\item \textsuperscript{19} See Jonathan J. Buonocore, et al., \textit{A Decade of the U.S. Energy Mix Transitioning Away from Coal: Historical Reconstruction of the Reductions in the Public Health Burden of Energy}, ENV’T RSCH. LETTERS, May 2021, at 1, 16–17 (discussing biomass’ contributions through negative health impacts and mortality rates); See also Christopher D. Ahlers, supra note 18, at 51, 75-77 (outlining the ways that wood-burning emissions present health-related challenges).
\item \textsuperscript{20} See CHRISTOPHER CONSOLI, GLOBAL CCS INSTITUTE, \textit{BIOENERGY AND CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAGE} 3–4 (2019) (illustrating the process of generating bioenergy and carbon capture and storage).
\item \textsuperscript{21} Id. at 3.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Joeri Rogelj et al., \textit{Chapter 2: Mitigation Pathways Compatible with 1.5°C in the Context of Sustainable Development}, in GLOBL. WARMING OF 1.5°C 93, 129 tbl. 2.5 (Valérie Masson-Delmotte et al. eds., 2018).
\end{itemize}
Report on 1.5°C highlights a 1.5°C-compatible mitigation scenario without BECCS deployment. The policy scenario instead relies on low energy demand pathways, including energy efficiency measures and afforestation (planting new trees), among other strategies.

II. TEN YEARS OR LESS TO CURB WARMING

Effective climate change mitigation requires addressing both long-term climate stabilization and near-term risk reduction. Deep cuts to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2030, on the way to net-zero CO₂ emissions, are necessary to stay within the 1.5°C threshold. This includes reducing CO₂ and more potent short-lived climate pollutants: methane, black carbon, hydrofluorocarbons, and tropospheric ozone. Parallel efforts to protect forests and other carbon sinks are designed to maximize carbon stored and minimize the release of carbon to the atmosphere. Allowing existing forests to grow to their ecological potential, a strategy known as “proforestation,” would strengthen the Earth’s natural sink capacity in the next few decades.

Staying within 1.5°C of warming will minimize the life-threatening impacts of climate change. Climate change disproportionately affects historically disadvantaged and vulnerable communities. Each increment of warming further impairs human health and increases the risk of heat-related

25. Allen et al., supra note 8, at 14.
26. See generally Arnulf Gruber et al., A Low Energy Demand Scenario for Meeting the 1.5 °C Target and Sustainable Development Goals Without Negative Emission Technologies, 3 NATURE ENERGY 515 (2018) (discussing scenarios and other strategies that could majorly transform energy supply).
28. Allen et al., supra note 8, at 12.
29. Allen et al., supra note 8, at 12; See also Vaishali Naik & Sophie Szopa et al., Chapter 6: Short-lived Climate Forcers, in CLIMATE CHANGE 2021: THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS, 6–6 (Valérie Masson-Delmotte et al. eds., 2021) (discussing targeted SLCP policies and their role in climate change mitigation ranges).
30. Gensuo Jia & Elena Sheliakova, Land-Climate Interactions, in CLIMATE CHANGE AND LAND 136 (P.R. Shukla et al. eds., 2019); see also Monica L. Noon et al., Mapping irrecoverable carbon in Earth’s ecosystems, 5 NATURE SUSTAINABILITY 37, 37–38 (Jan. 2022) (identifying “irrecoverable carbon reserves that are manageable, are vulnerable to disturbance and could not be recovered by 2050 if lost today.”).
31. William R. Moomaw et al., Intact Forests in the United States: Proforestation Mitigates Climate Change and Serves the Greatest Good, FRONTIERS FORESTS & GLOB. CHANGE, June 2019, at 1, 2.
32. E.g., Allen et al., supra note 8, at 9 (stating that disadvantaged and vulnerable populations will disproportionately feel the effects of climate change).
deaths—especially for low-income communities and communities of color.\textsuperscript{33} The IPCC estimates that limiting warming to 1.5°C rather than 2°C would protect hundreds of millions of people from climate-related risks and from being pushed into poverty.\textsuperscript{34} Communities and ecosystems have a greater ability to adapt to 1.5°C of warming rather than 2°C.\textsuperscript{35}

Additionally, enhanced climate mitigation this decade will help slow self-amplifying climate feedback loops that accelerate warming and help avoid triggering irreversible climate tipping points.\textsuperscript{36} For example, the Arctic sea ice extent is decreasing.\textsuperscript{37} Warmer temperatures melt sea ice in the Arctic, increasing dark ocean surface exposure and decreasing the Earth’s reflectivity.\textsuperscript{38} This causes the Earth to absorb more incoming solar radiation, exacerbating warming and sea-ice melt (land-based snow and ice in the Arctic also is melting with the same consequences).\textsuperscript{39} These feedback loops pull the Earth closer to passing tipping points that, if crossed, would irreversibly disrupt the climate system.\textsuperscript{40} Examples of tipping points include: the melting of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, dieback of the Amazon rainforest, and large-scale thawing of permafrost.\textsuperscript{41} Scientists also warn that a cascade of tipping points could bring about runaway warming and a far less habitable “Hothouse Earth.”\textsuperscript{42} Avoiding these tipping points must be a priority as the world works towards climate stabilization.

The science is clear; the world must meet the Paris Agreement’s 1.5°C goal. Meeting this target requires fast action this decade on the way to net-
zero. This action includes improving the carbon storage capacity of forests and other carbon sinks while reducing emissions of short-lived climate pollutants.

III. HOW FOREST BIOENERGY IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH PROTECTING THE CLIMATE, BIODIVERSITY, AND COMMUNITIES

Forest bioenergy moves the world in the wrong direction and immediately adds to warming. Replacing fossil fuels with woody biomass will not reduce emissions within the time left to curb warming, and expanding such bioenergy threatens biodiversity. Relying on large-scale deployment of BECCS distracts from the urgent need to cut emissions. Additionally, the wood pellet industry and forest biomass-fired power plants increase pollution—especially in environmental justice communities.43

A. Burning Woody Biomass Accelerates Near-Term Warming

Burning woody biomass increases atmospheric CO₂ levels for decades.44 Burning forest biomass for power generation emits more CO₂ per-unit of final energy than burning fossil fuels, including coal.45 Carbon stored in woody biomass is released into the atmosphere immediately at combustion, but it takes significantly longer—generally decades—for trees to reabsorb the same amount of carbon through regrowth.46 At the same time, removing biomass from forests decreases the carbon storage capacity of forests.47

Harvesting forests for biomass can negatively impact the climate for over a century. A number of studies find that it takes many decades for tree regrowth to offset enough emissions from cutting and burning trees to make forest biomass a lower-emitting energy source than fossil fuels.48 It would take even longer for tree regrowth to completely offset the emissions from

43. See Stefan Koester & Sam Davis, supra note 5, at 67.
44. Id. at 66.
45. See, e.g. Searchinger et al., supra note 1 (commenting on the increased carbon dioxide expected by 2050 if wood-burning replaces fossil-fuel-burning); Michael Norton, et al., Comment, Serious Mismatches Continue Between Science and Policy in Forest Bioenergy, 11 GLOB. CHANGE BIOLOGY BIOENERGY: POL’Y 1256, 1259 (2019).
46. Searchinger, supra note 1.
47. Id. at 3.
burning woody biomass. One study found that it would take more than 40 years before emissions from generating electricity from forest thinning were less than emissions from a baseline electricity-generation scenario.49 Another study of boreal forests estimates that it would take 190 years to make up for the combustion emissions and the forest sequestration lost from increased harvesting—even in a case where the harvested wood was converted to pellets to replace coal in a power plant.50 Given these findings, harvesting for biomass will increase atmospheric GHG emissions and warming beyond the deadline the world has for rapidly reducing emissions and reaching net-zero.

Even bioenergy from forestry residues is not carbon neutral for many decades. Studies demonstrate that bioenergy from forest residues—residues that are leftover from other harvesting activities or thinning—results in decades-long net carbon emissions.51 Generally, net emissions from burning forestry residues are calculated by finding the difference between carbon released via combustion and carbon released via decomposition (if residues were left in the field).52 A study of power plants burning local forestry residue found that 41–95% of the cumulative direct emissions would count as additional carbon emissions added to the atmosphere after 10 years.53

49. Thomas Buchholz, John S. Gunn, & Benktesh Sharma, supra note 2, at 8. The baseline scenario represented the U.K. electricity grid mix and excluded thinning of affected forests for wood pellet production.

50. Holtsmark, supra note 2, at 415.

51. E.g., Thomas Buchholz et al., supra note 2, at 8 (“The GHG emission parity time for all three wood supply areas combined and individually was not reached within the 40- year model period when using a 2018 and 2025 target UK grid mix emission profile as a baseline. Based on the forest carbon stock loss from thinning in comparison to the baseline without thinning, the bioenergy scenario is unlikely to reach GHG emission parity until beyond 2,060 for both electricity GHG emission baselines.”); Philippe Leturcq, GHG Displacement Factors of Harvested Wood Products: The Myth of Substitution, SCI. RUP., Nov. 27, 2020, at 1, 7, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-77527-8 (discussing GHG displacement factors of harvested wood); Mary S. Booth, Not Carbon Neutral: Assessing the Net Emissions Impact of Residues Burned for Bioenergy, ENV’T RSCH. LETTERS, Feb. 21, 2018, at 1, 8, https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaaa88/pdf (“The model finds that for plants burning locally sourced wood residues, from 41% (extremely rapid decomposition) to 95% (very slow decomposition) of cumulative direct emissions should be counted as contributing to atmospheric carbon loading by year 10. Even by year 50 and beyond, the model shows that net emissions are a significant proportion of direct emissions for many fuels.”); Holtsmark, supra note 2, at 415–417 (discussing the biofuel carbon debt); Jerome Langaniere et al., Range and Uncertainties in Estimating Delays in Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Potential of Forest Bioenergy Sourced from Canadian Forests, 9 GCB BIOENERGY 358, 362–363, 365 (2017), https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/gcbi.12327.pdf (discussing GHG mitigation potential of forest bioenergy); Grant M. Domke et al., Carbon Emissions Associated with the Procurement and Utilization of Forest Harvest Residues for Energy, Northern Minnesota, USA, 36 BIOMASS & BIOENERGY 141, 147 (2011), https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0961953411005502.pdf (discussing carbon emissions associated with forest harvest residues for energy).

52. Booth, supra note 51, at 1, 8.

53. Id.
Some proponents of bioenergy argue that if the biomass is sourced from “sustainable harvests” (i.e., harvest levels that do not outpace the forest’s incremental growth), it should be considered carbon neutral. But this argument essentially double-counts ongoing forest carbon uptake. As the IPCC’s 2014 mitigation report notes: “If bioenergy production is to generate a net reduction in emissions, it must do so by offsetting those emissions through increased net carbon uptake of biota and soils.” In other words, because burning wood for energy creates a new and additional source of emissions, offsetting those emissions also requires a new and additional source of carbon sequestration.

Expanded bioenergy also would require significantly more managed tree plantations with low carbon-sink capacities. Bioenergy plantations store far less carbon than natural forests, in part because young small trees sequester less carbon than mature forests. Natural forests also tend to have greater carbon stocks overall, including in soils. Further, considering factors that impact forest survival (such as temperature changes, pests, and fire), replanting trees may never fully offset emissions from forest bioenergy.

Regardless of the source, forest bioenergy emissions risk exceeding the Paris Agreement’s temperature targets in the coming decades. Policies that treat bioenergy as carbon neutral ignore timing—a crucial factor in climate mitigation.

54. See, e.g., CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE [IPCC] (2014), CLIMATE CHANGE 2014: MITIGATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE CONTRIBUTION WORKING GROUP III TO THE FIFTH ASSESSMENT REPORT OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, at 879 (Ottmar Edenhofer et al., eds. 2014) (noting that biomass combustion is often considered climate neutral if the “bioenergy system is managed sustainably”).
55. Id. at 877.
57. Id. at 5; Simon L. Lewis et al., Comment, Regenerate Natural Forests to Store Carbon, 568 NATURE 25, 27 (Apr. 4, 2019).
B. BECCS Will Take Decades to Remove Carbon and Is Not Available at Scale

Similarly, large-scale BECCS, especially when associated with forest biomass, is not a viable carbon-removal technique in the near- or mid-term. While CO₂ removal is necessary to stay within the 1.5°C limit on warming, BECCS will increase emissions long before reducing them. Categorizing BECCS as a carbon-negative strategy likewise relies on the false assumption that bioenergy is carbon neutral, despite the slow tree regrowth and residue decomposition rates. Rather, tree regrowth exceeding the carbon impact from using forest biomass for fuel would need to occur before BECCS could be considered carbon negative. Thus, as the Working Group I Contribution to the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report confirmed, BECCS would increase carbon emissions in the initial decades of its operation.

The carbon-removal efficiency of BECCS varies and may be less than 50% due to leaks occurring before the carbon is stored in the ground. If a BECCS facility burned wood pellets, a significant amount of carbon could be emitted along the supply chain and would not be captured by the CCS technology. This means that tree regrowth would need to account for these inefficiencies before BECCS could be considered carbon negative.

Additionally, CCS technology is not yet deployable at scale. One study estimated that the rate of carbon capture would need to increase 100 times from 2018 levels by 2050 to meet the 2°C target. For BECCS specifically, there were only five BECCS facilities in operation in 2019, collectively

60. EUROPEAN ACADS, SCI. ADVISORY COUNCIL, supra note 1, at 6–7.
61. Id. at 7.
62. See generally id. at 2 (explaining that reabsorbed carbon through regrowth is not happening fast enough to meet the Paris Agreement’s timeline).
64. EUROPEAN ACADS, SCI. ADVISORY COUNCIL, supra note 1, at 6.
66. See e.g., R. Stuart Haszeldine et al., Negative Emissions Technologies and Carbon Capture and Storage to Achieve the Paris Agreement Commitments, PHIL. TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOC’Y (Apr. 2, 2018) at 1, 14, 20 (discussing emissions technology and carbon capture and storage); CONSOLI, supra note 20, at 5 (discussing bioenergy and carbon capture and storage); see also Ragnhildur Sigurardottir & Akshat Rathi, Startups Climeworks and Carbfix Are Working Together to Store Carbon Dioxide Removed from the Air Deep Underground, BLOOMBERG, Sept. 8, 2021 (“The plant will capture 4,000 tons of CO₂ a year, making it the largest direct-air capture facility in the world. But that only makes up for the annual emissions of about 250 U.S. residents. It’s also a long way from Climeworks’ original goal of capturing 1% of annual global CO₂ emissions—more than 300 million tons—by 2025. It’s now targeting 500,000 tons by the end of the decade.”).
67. Haszeldine et al., supra note 66, at 1, 21.
capturing around 1.5 million metric tons of CO₂ per year. All operating BECCS facilities are connected to ethanol-producing plants, and most of the facilities are in the United States.  

BECCS’ high price tag is part of the problem as well. The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine found that the capture and storage cost of BECCS is $70/ton of CO₂, which is higher than the cost of CCS from fossil fuel-based power plants.  

And the high costs required to avoid the negative effects of BECCS could sharply increase the total cost to $100-200/ton of CO₂.

C. Forest Bioenergy and BECCS Threaten Biodiversity and Ecosystem Functioning

Forest bioenergy, and especially large-scale deployment of BECCS, threatens biodiversity and ecosystem functioning. As the IPCC and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services noted: “Intensive bioenergy crop production can negatively affect biodiversity and ecosystem services, including in adjacent land, freshwater and marine ecosystems through fertilizer and pesticide use or by increasing agricultural water withdrawals, thus also impacting human capacity to adapt to climate change.” Converting ecosystems such as natural forests to monocrops decreases local biodiversity, and the invasion of non-native trees can decrease an area’s carbon sequestration. Even logging and thinning for bioenergy could negatively impact biodiversity and ecosystem services. Removing forest residues can decrease future forest biomass

68. CONSOLI, supra note 20, at 2, 4.  
69. Id.  
71. EUROPEAN ACADS. SCI. ADVISORY COUNCIL, supra note 1, at 7.  
72. Id.  
73. M. J. Swift et al., Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services in Agricultural Landscapes—Are We Asking the Right Questions, 104 AGRIC., ECOSYSTEMS & ENV’T 113, 121 (2004).  
growth and threaten a broad variety of species. Many of the most threatened species depend on resources such as dead wood that are scarce in managed forests.

D. Increasing the Reliance on Energy from Woody Biomass Could Disproportionately Harm Vulnerable Communities

Demand for woody biomass presents a health threat to communities. Like burning coal, biomass releases pollutants that harm human health, including particulate matter. Because of bioenergy’s serious health impacts, the American Lung Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and other leading public health, medical, and nursing organizations oppose the expansion of bioenergy.

Although federal and state permitting processes in the U.S. require that biomass power plants stay within emissions thresholds, the regulations are not stringent or well enforced. For example, in 2018, a wood-fired biomass power plant in Stockton, California, was by far the region’s largest emitter of fine particulate matter. A 2014 study of 88 biomass power plants found that nearly half of the power plants characterized themselves in a way to avoid stringent federal regulations.

76. Thomas Ranius et al., supra note 75, at 414; Juha Siitonen, Threatened Saproxylic Species, in BIODIVERSITY IN DEAD WOOD 356, 364 (Jögeir Stokland et al. eds., 2012).
78. MARY S. BOOTH, PARTNERSHIP FOR POLICY INTEGRITY, TREES, TRASH, AND TOXICS: HOW BIOMASS ENERGY HAS BECOME THE NEW COAL 16–18 (Apr. 2, 2014); Christopher D. Ahlers, supra note 18, at 52, 64; See H. CAI & M.Q. WANG, ENERGY SYSTEMS DIVISION, ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY, ESTIMATION OF EMISSION FACTORS OF PARTICULATE BLACK CARBON AND ORGANIC CARBON FROM STATIONARY, MOBILE, AND NON-POINT SOURCES IN THE UNITED STATES FOR INCORPORATION INTO GREET, U.S. DEPT. OF ENERGY 31, tbl.15 (May 2014) (listing mean black carbon emissions from biomass-fired boilers as emitting 0.273 g/kWh compared with 0.009 g/kWh from coal-fired boilers).
79. Letter from Allergy & Asthma Network et. al. to Senator/Representative (Sept. 13, 2016) (on file with author).
80. BOOTH, supra note 78, at 19–21.
81. See STOCKTON COMMUNITY EMISSIONS REDUCTION PROGRAM, SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DIST., App. C-4 (Feb. 3, 2021), https://community.valleyair.org/media/2688/appendix-c.pdf (showing PM$_{2.5}$ emissions from DTE Stockton, LLC of 13.84 tons per year; listing inspection history).
82. BOOTH, supra note 78, at 5.
Further, the wood pellet industry in the U.S. is perpetuating environmental injustice to support Europe’s bioenergy industry. Woody biomass harvest decreases biodiversity and ecosystem services in areas near wood pellet facilities. The production processes release harmful air pollutants and increase noise pollution. The burden of this pollution largely falls on low-income communities and communities of color. According to one study, environmental justice communities (defined as low-income communities of color) are 50% more likely to have a wood pellet facility in their community than non-environmental justice communities. The study also found that in North Carolina and South Carolina wood pellet facilities were sited exclusively in environmental justice communities.

Lastly, large-scale deployment of BECCS would impact food and water security, which could intensify social conflicts. The IPCC Special Report on Climate Change and Land warns that high implementation of BECCS (11.3 GtCO$_2$ yr$^{-1}$ in 2050) could increase the population at risk of hunger by up to 150 million people. The competition between food and bioenergy crops would hit low- and middle-income countries hardest, partially because of increased food prices. The IPCC also found that high BECCS deployment would use enough water to alter the water cycle at the regional scale.

---

83 ENV’T INTEGRITY PROJECT, supra note 5, at 9; Purifoy, supra note 5; Grunwald, supra note 5; see also Press Release, NAACP et al., Release: Drax Facility Fined $2.5M for Major Pollution Violation (Feb.18, 2021) (discussing major pollution violation and fine) https://www.dogwoodalliance.org/2021/02/release-drax-facility-fined-2-5m-for-major-pollution-violations/.

84 ENV’T INTEGRITY PROJECT, supra note 5, at 5–6; Purifoy, supra note 5; Grunwald, supra note 5.

85 ENV’T INTEGRITY PROJECT, supra note 5, at 2; Press Release, NAACP et al., supra note 83; Purifoy, supra note 5.

86 Koester, supra note 5, at 64, 70; Purifoy, supra note 5; Grunwald, supra note 5.

87 Koester, supra note 5, at 70.

88 Id. at 68.

89 IPBES, supra note 4, at 18.

90 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], The Climate Change and Land: Summary for Policymakers, at 27 (Valérie Masson-Delmotte et al. 2020).

91 Tomoko Hasegawa, Food Security Under High Bioenergy Demand Toward Long-Term Climate Goals, 163 CLIMATIC CHANGE 1587, 1598 (2020).

IV. CASE STUDY: THE EUROPEAN UNION’S TREATMENT OF WOODY BIOMASS AS A CARBON-NEUTRAL ENERGY SOURCE

The European Union (EU) categorizes forest biomass as a renewable energy source in its Renewable Energy Directive (RED) and Emissions Trading System.93 This classification makes bioenergy eligible for renewable energy subsidies, resulting in more than €17 billion in subsidies for bioenergy in 2019 alone.94 This endorsement of bioenergy has occurred against the warnings of the EU’s own scientists and at the expense of the EU’s forests.95 Understanding the shortcomings of the EU’s policies can help other governments avoid subsidizing bioenergy instead of low-carbon energy sources and forest protection.

A. History of Forest Biomass in the Renewable Energy Directive

Since 2009, the EU has included forest biomass as a carbon-neutral energy source in the RED because the European Commission transposed international carbon reporting methods into energy policy. Under IPCC and United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) guidelines for greenhouse gas inventories, countries report the forest carbon loss at the moment of harvest.96 To avoid double counting, the carbon emissions are counted as zero in the energy sector when biomass is burned for energy.97 From an accounting standpoint, the harvest and use of biomass for energy decreases the EU’s land sink (if harvested in the EU), but it does not affect the EU’s energy sector emissions.98 Thus, the EU’s accounting practice has encouraged treating forest bioenergy as if it actually is carbon-neutral despite its massive CO₂ footprint.99 The RED assumes zero combustion emissions of CO₂ for forest biomass; it requires only that biomass-fired plants report the CO₂ from fossil
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96. INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, 2006 IPCC GUIDELINES FOR NATIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INVENTORIES, ch. 2, at 2.33 (Simon Eggleston et al., eds., 2006) (“Emissions of CO₂ from biomass fuels are estimated and reported in the AFOLU sector as part of the AFOLU methodology. In the reporting tables, emissions from combustion of biofuels are reported as information items but not included in the sectoral or national totals to avoid double counting.”); see also Andrea Camia et al., Joint Rsch. Ctr., JRC Science for Policy Report: The Use of Woody Biomass for Energy Production in the EU, at 86, EUR 30548 EN (2021).
97. GUIDELINES FOR NATIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INVENTORIES, supra note 96, at 2.33; see also Camia et al., supra note 97, at 86.
98. Camia et al., supra note 96, at 86.
99. Norton et al., supra note 45, at 1257.
fuels burned during harvesting, processing, and transport of biomass, as well as non-CO$_2$ GHGs from biomass combustion. With this policy, a power plant can switch from coal to woody biomass and claim that it has drastically reduced emissions while continuing to release similar amounts of CO$_2$.

**B. Impacts of Classifying Forest Biomass as Renewable**

Given this accounting trick, bioenergy use has increased since passage of the RED. Bioenergy accounts for around 60% of “renewable” energy in the EU. About half of woody biomass in the EU comes from primary biomass sources. These sources include stemwood, treetops, and branches. The result is an increase in emissions. In 2015, the burning of forest biomass emitted 330–380 million metric tons of CO$_2$, which researchers estimate is around 100 million metric tons more than would have been emitted by the fossil fuels that bioenergy replaced.

Additionally, increased bioenergy use is likely escalating forest harvest levels. Using satellite data, one study showed a significant increase in harvested areas in the EU between 2015 and 2018, as compared to the preceding years. Although no longer a part of the EU, the U.K.’s demand for wood pellets is damaging forests in the Southeastern U.S. because most of the U.K.’s wood pellets are imported from the U.S. A 2019 study of proposed coal-to-biomass power plants in the EU estimated that 270,000 hectares of forest in the U.S. South would need to be harvested each year if all of the converted power plants sourced wood pellets from that region.
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Advisory Council (EASAC) published a paper in 2019 concluding that the EU’s bioenergy policies and subsidies risk “exacerbating rather than mitigating climate change.” 112 EASAC recommended that biomass should not be considered renewable unless it can be proven that replacing fossil fuels with biomass will lead to net reductions in atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} within a decade.113 In a separate commentary, EASAC warned against reliance on BECCS because of “substantial risks and uncertainties, both over its environmental impact and ability to achieve net removal of CO\textsubscript{2} from the atmosphere.”114

**C. 2021 Proposal to Amend the Renewable Energy Directive**

Rather than heeding the advice of its scientists, the European Commission's 2021 proposal to amend the RED continues to classify forest biomass as a renewable energy source.115 While the proposal would end subsidies for electricity-only biomass power plants in 2027,116 critics note that this will have little impact.117 The provision would not apply to heat and power plants.118 It also includes a loophole that would exclude coal regions—target areas for subsidies for coal-to-biomass conversion projects.119

Furthermore, the proposal anticipates an increase in bioenergy. The Commission’s Impact Assessment Report for the proposal anticipates that bioenergy demand will grow by 69% between 2030 and 2050.120 This growth includes anticipated increased demand for electricity from biomass as electrification accelerates.121

---
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The RED’s path dependence underscores the importance of excluding forest bioenergy from renewable energy policies at the outset. Categorizing biomass as a renewable source results in considerable stakeholder lock-in, making it difficult for the scientific arguments to prevail. Rather than fixing the misclassification, the EU continues to prop up a heavily polluting industry and make peripheral changes at the expense of the climate. By the time the EU excludes bioenergy from its renewable energy programs, enormous resources that could go towards deployment of low-emissions energy will be lost.

V. EXAMINATION OF OTHER BIOENERGY POLICIES

Countries around the world are at a pivotal moment as they transition their energy systems away from fossil fuels. As the world’s largest emitters, the United States’ and China’s choices for transitioning their energy systems play an outsized role in whether warming stays below 1.5°C. While neither country relies on forest bioenergy to the same extent as the EU, both have taken steps to include forest biomass in their renewable energy policies. Additionally, country-specific studies incorporate BECCS as a carbon removal strategy for achieving net-zero emissions by mid-century.
meet the goals of the Paris Agreement, protect communities, and conserve
diversity, China and the U.S. must not follow the example of the EU by
fully embracing forest bioenergy as a renewable resource.

A. The United States

The U.S. Congress continues to promote forest bioenergy as a renewable
energy source.127 From 2017 to 2020, Congress passed annual budget riders
that include identical provisions categorizing bioenergy as a carbon neutral
energy source.128 The riders direct executive agencies to develop policies that
“reflect the carbon-neutrality of forest bioenergy and recognize biomass as a
renewable energy source, provided the use of forest biomass for energy
production does not cause conversion of forests to non-forest use.”129

Proposed language for the fiscal year 2022 spending bill would change
the language slightly. Rather than encouraging policies reflecting the
“carbon-neutrality of forest bioenergy,” the bill would direct agencies to
develop policies that “reflect the extent of the carbon benefits from forest
bioenergy.”130 The draft language retains the reference to forest bioenergy as
renewable.131

In April 2018, in response to the budget rider, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) issued a policy statement classifying forest
biomass as carbon neutral. But the EPA has yet to include this statement in a formally promulgated regulation. The Biden administration withdrew a proposed rule, drafted by the Trump administration, before it was published in the Federal Register. The Biden administration has not issued a statement regarding forest bioenergy’s emissions.

In November 2021, Congress passed the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (H.R. 3684), which promotes BECCS with woody biomass, and encourages agencies to use biomass to develop “clean hydrogen.” The Act provides $12 million in annual funding from 2022 to 2026 for the use of woody biomass from federal forests. The Act also allocates $400 million for wood product facilities that use byproducts from ecosystem restoration—funding that could ultimately go to wood pellet facilities.

Policy projections indicate that bioenergy use will increase if the U.S. stays on its current policy course. In November 2021, the U.S. released its long-term strategy to reach net-zero GHG emissions. The strategy refers to biomass as “carbon-beneficial” but includes language emphasizing the need to ensure that large-scale biomass use results in actual emission reductions.
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reductions and reflects consideration of non-carbon consequences. Still, the strategy states that “biomass is a key component of efforts to decarbonize the energy sector.” The strategy projects that biomass use, both with and without CCS, will increase in electricity generation and the industrial sector through 2050. Additionally, in the 2021 Annual Energy Outlook, the U.S. Energy Information Administration projected biomass energy production would increase to 5.39 quadrillion British thermal unit (Btu) by 2050 from 4.47 quadrillion Btu in 2020.

At the state level, bioenergy accounts for a significant share of some states’ energy portfolios. According to an industry trade publication, in January 2022, California alone had 530 megawatts (MW) of capacity from wood and wood-derived biomass power plants. This compares to the combined capacity of New England and New York at 491 MW. In Maine, biomass generates 20% of the State’s total net generation, the largest share of any state. In Vermont, where nearly all in-state electricity generation comes from “renewable” resources, biomass accounts for 17% of the total net generation. In New Hampshire, biomass supplied about 6% of the total net generation in 2020.

State renewable energy policies generally treat forest biomass as renewable and incentivize its use. Nearly all of the states that have renewable portfolio standards (RPS) or renewable energy standards include forest bioenergy under their definition of “renewable energy resource.”
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However, some states exclude old-growth timber from qualifying or have limits on forest resources available for use. Only a few states exclude most woody biomass. Colorado passed a law in 2021 requiring that biomass must be “GHG neutral” within five years to be eligible as a renewable resource. In March 2020, Virginia passed the Clean Economy Act, which requires Virginia’s power producers to reduce their emissions to zero by 2050 and transition to clean energy. The Act excludes woody biomass from its definition of eligible sources for Virginia’s RPS and defines “zero-carbon electricity” as “electricity generated by any generating unit that does not emit carbon dioxide as a by-product of combusting fuel to generate electricity.” The Act includes one exception for biomass facilities that provide less than 10% of their electrical generation to the grid, but the Act caps the number of credits that may be sold for those facilities. The Act also requires that all existing stand-alone biomass plants permanently retire by 2028 and that all carbon-emitting power plants close by 2045 (which includes coal and biomass co-firing plants).

Other states have been struggling with how to treat biomass. In its 2018 Clean Energy Plan, North Carolina emphasized the harmful climate impacts of the wood pellet industry in North Carolina. At the same time, electricity generation from biomass is eligible for renewable energy credits in North Carolina. And in 2019, North Carolina approved a permit for the expansion of the Enviva wood pellet plant. In Massachusetts, the government enacted regulations in 2012 that took large-scale, low-efficiency...
biomass plants out of the state’s renewable energy portfolio. This rule change is now under threat, however, as the current administration in Massachusetts has proposed significant rollbacks of environmental protections.

B. China

Multiple statutes in China address bioenergy. China’s Renewable Energy Law includes bioenergy within the broader category of renewable energy (also referred to as non-fossil fuel energy). The Renewable Energy Law establishes the national legislative framework to promote the development and deployment of bioenergy. China’s Energy Conservation Law also reiterates support for bioenergy.

Additionally, China’s Five-Year planning system has set increasingly ambitious targets for non-fossil fuel energy, including bioenergy. Such targets have significant implications for China’s social and economic development policies. Starting in the 11th Five-Year period (2006–2010), the Five-Year plans have included the development and deployment of bioenergy. China’s current targets include an aim to increase the
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percentage of non-fossil fuels to around 20% of total energy consumption by 2025, 168 25% by 2030, 169 and eventually to over 80% by 2060. 170 A recently released national policy document further elaborates on China’s actions to promote renewable energy. 171 This includes a policy that renewable energy consumption will not count towards the total energy consumption limits for localities. 172 Such policies link closely to China’s strategic priorities for achieving its climate goals of reaching carbon peaking before 2030 and carbon neutrality before 2060. 173 Although the current scale of bioenergy deployment in China is limited, the Chinese government has issued numerous policies providing financial incentives, including subsidies, for biomass power generation. 174 For 2021, China’s national government allocated 2.5 billion RMB (approximately 390 million USD) to subsidize the
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The operation of biomass power stations. The 2021 policy differentiates between regions and ultimately could provide more financial incentives for certain less-developed and environmentally sensitive regions to undertake forest bioenergy projects.

Additionally, the Chinese government intended to expand bioenergy plantations to support its renewable energy push. The government announced the goal of developing 16.78 million hectares of energy forests (an area about the size of Belgium) by 2020. This goal included 10.1 million hectares of new forests and 6.77 million hectares to be converted from existing forests.

VI. CALLS TO ACTION

Before it is too late, governments must stop burning forests and instead promote solutions that reduce near-term risks and protect the climate, biodiversity, and communities. Investing in forest biomass and BECCS takes resources away from the urgent mitigation efforts needed to achieve countries’ carbon neutrality goals, including greater protection of forests. The following is a list of policy recommendations for governments to adopt at the international, national, and subnational levels.

A. Re-evaluate Policies to Ensure Correct Accounting of Forest Bioenergy’s Impacts

Governments should advance science-based renewable energy policies that reflect both accurate lifecycle accounting of energy sources’ GHG emissions and the urgency of the climate crisis. First, policies and programs that incentivize renewable energy should include only those sources that have very low lifecycle emissions. Governments should not rely on nonscience-based policy assumptions regarding any source’s emissions. Second, timing must be an integral part of calculating a source’s net
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emissions. Any source that does not have very low lifecycle emissions within a decade should not qualify as renewable energy. Thus, a source that assumes negative emissions more than a decade in the future would not be considered very low emitting in the near-term.

Regarding forest bioenergy specifically, the full lifecycle emissions from harvest to combustion should be counted for each facility. 179 Regardless of other carbon accounting schemes, governments must not ignore forest bioenergy’s combustion emissions, nor the other land-sector emissions associated with bioenergy use, including from soil carbon loss and biomass burned during pellet manufacturing. Because forest bioenergy increases net GHG emissions for decades to centuries, it should be excluded from renewable energy and non-fossil fuel energy programs.

For greatest impact, national and subnational governments both should take these actions. For example, if the U.S. Congress were to pass clean energy legislation that excluded forest bioenergy, the law would be an important step in curbing forest bioenergy’s growth. But each state’s renewable energy policies and subsidies might limit the impact of federal legislation. To phase out forest bioenergy, governments at both levels need to act.

In terms of BECCS, countries’ emissions-reduction plans should not rely on deployment of BECCS to reach net-zero emissions. More needs to be done to ensure that timing is a central consideration of countries’ mid-century strategies so that governments do not exceed their emissions goals because of reliance on CCS. Instead, countries should commit to enhancing carbon sinks and reducing CO₂ and non-CO₂ climate pollutants, including methane, hydrofluorocarbons, tropospheric ozone, and black carbon. Governments must also promote methods to reduce energy demand. By taking these steps, governments will align their renewable energy policies and non-fossil energy targets with their carbon reduction goals.

B. End Incentives for Forest Bioenergy and Invest in Forest Preservation, Low-emissions Energy, and Strategies to Reduce Energy Demand

Countries that subsidize or otherwise incentivize facilities that burn woody biomass must redirect those subsidies. Without these subsidies, forest bioenergy likely would not be economically feasible. A study of 15 European countries found that on average 9% of all renewable energy subsidies went to solid biomass in 2015 and 2016. And across these 15 countries, biomass subsidies increased from 2015 to 2017. Finland allocated one-third of its total renewable energy subsidies to bioenergy in 2015. Countries, including those within the EU, can immediately end subsidies for bioenergy plants. The Netherlands voted to end subsidies for new bioenergy plants in 2021 (though the existing subsidies remain in place). At a time when investment in climate mitigation falls far below what is necessary, these subsidies should be redirected toward low-emissions energy sources or strategies for reducing energy demand. Such incentives would be aligned with the IPCC pathway that does not rely on BECCS to stay within the 1.5°C limit of warming.

National and subnational governments also should increase investment in forest preservation and increase the percentage of forests protected from development. Proforestation—protection and enhancement of existing forests—will have a larger near-term impact on carbon sequestration than planting new trees. Because of their higher growth rate, older trees can store significantly more carbon each year than younger trees. Proforestation calls for governments to manage more forests as “intact”—reserved from logging and other development. This allows trees to grow to
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their ecological potential. But less than 20% of the world’s forests, and only 7% of U.S. forests, are intact. In the U.S., eastern forests have especially high carbon sequestration potential and could store significantly more carbon if protected from development. Designating more existing forests as reserves, especially those with large potentials to sequester carbon, will assist near-term mitigation efforts by strengthening forests’ carbon sinks.

C. Advance International Consensus on the Harms from Forest Bioenergy, Specifically the Impact on Climate and Biodiversity

At the international level, countries could commit to protect forests and end subsidies for woody biomass power plants. By signing the Glasgow Leaders’ Declaration on Forests and Land Use, over 140 countries pledged to conserve forests, accelerate forest restoration, and reverse forest loss by 2030. World leaders announced the Declaration at the 26th Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The signatories, including China, the E.U., and the U.S., pledged to protect over 90% of global forests. The Declaration includes a commitment to “facilitate the alignment of financial flows with international goals to reverse forest loss and degradation while ensuring robust policies and systems are in place to accelerate the transition to an economy that is resilient and advances forest, sustainable land use, biodiversity and climate goals.”

That said, while the Declaration is an important step, it does not count logging as a deforestation activity. This could leave room for countries to approve high levels of harvest in pursuit of increasing bioenergy. In effect,
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countries will contradict their commitment to the declaration by continuing to incentivize energy from woody biomass. 198 Countries should go further than the minimum required by the Declaration and preserve forests by ending reliance on, and redirecting, incentives for forest bioenergy.

Additionally, under the UNFCCC Paris Agreement, countries should commit to forest preservation, especially of existing forests with large carbon-storage potential, in their nationally determined contributions for GHG emission reductions. 199 Parties with forest bioenergy in their energy mix should ensure proper accounting of the emissions while also rapidly reducing forest bioenergy’s share of energy generation. Countries should not rely on BECCS to reach their Paris Agreement commitments.

Furthermore, countries should address forest bioenergy through the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). Parties to the CBD adopted the Kunming Declaration at the 15th Conference of the Parties hosted by China in October 2021. 200 The Declaration includes a commitment to “reform incentive structures, eliminating, phasing out or reforming subsidies and other incentives harmful to biodiversity . . . .” 201 This commitment must encompass the elimination of incentives for forest bioenergy.

Parties to the CBD continue to negotiate the Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework and plan to meet again in China in May 2022. 202 Parties should include language in the post-2020 framework recognizing that burning woody biomass undermines biodiversity and must be phased down. The first draft of the framework includes language to redirect or eliminate incentives that are harmful to biodiversity. 203 Implementing such a commitment must encompass redirecting incentives for forest bioenergy.

Additionally, rejecting woody biomass as a clean energy source fits into the draft post-2020 framework’s call to better coordinate climate change targets and biodiversity conservation. 204

---
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Finally, over 75 countries have united as the High Ambition Coalition for Nature and People.\textsuperscript{205} Countries in the Coalition are committed to enhancing protections for nature, including by promoting commitments to conserve 30% of lands and ocean by 2030 (30x30 pledge).\textsuperscript{206} The Coalition works to advance its goals through myriad international channels, including both the UNFCCC and the CBD.\textsuperscript{207} Coalition members could prioritize scaling up the areas protected as intact forests through the 30x30 pledge.

CONCLUSION

Time is running out for countries to act on climate change to avert near-term emergencies and secure long-term climate stability. The world cannot afford to burn forests in the name of climate mitigation. Governments must act now to protect communities and ecosystems by conserving forests and reducing GHG emissions.


\textsuperscript{207} See Roadmap to 30x30, High Ambition Coalition for Nature and People, https://www.hacfornatureandpeople.org/roadmap (last visited Nov. 17, 2021) (highlighting the many meetings various Coalition countries had to advance their goals along different channels).